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United States Senator Lindsey Graham, South Carolina : Contact
Dear Senator Graham,
My mother is in the hospital (following seizures  as a complication to her severe
dementia) yet I still find the time to write my weekly letter to you.
How is it that you can't find the time to address some of your fundamental duties?
Again, I remind you that a Senator is responsible for legislation with a fundamental
duty to protect the interests of his constituents and to maintain a check on abuses of
the other branches of government.

Washington Office

290 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 2245972

As you are on the Judicial Committee and you are from my home state, you are the
elected authority with direct responsibility for my issues and your letter dated (2915)
was simply a denial of reality by you or your office. Because your duty is difficult
does not mean that it does not exist...
Again, I ask you to pursue accountability within the Justice System (for judges,
prosecutors, police, et cetera).
As I have previously mentioned, I have spent over two and a half years giving courts
an ability to correct their own errors and the abuses of lower court judges to no avail
(with approximately 100300 accumulated violations of my rights directly related to
three members of the judiciary and substantially more violations likely provable with
adequate investigations of additional members of the judiciary).
The courts have made it clear, on the record, that they have no regard for the U.S.
Constitution when it impacts their assumed privileges in the slightest. At a certain
point failure to uphold the law and rights guaranteed by the Constitution crosses into
criminal territory via intent and/or neglect; in my case the pattern of violations is
obvious and consistent.
Currently no real process for judicial accountability exists without public and/or political
pressure; meaning the ball is in your court.
Again, I ask for your aid in getting legislative reform of the judiciary and in obtaining
a special prosecutor specific to my matter.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Joey Berry
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Upstate Regional Office
130 South Main Street, 7th Floor
Greenville
(864) 2501417

Midlands Regional Office
508 Hampton Street, Suite 202
Columbia
(803) 9330112

Pee Dee Regional Office
McMillan Federal Building
401 West Evans Street, Suite 111
Florence
(843) 6691505

Lowcountry Regional Office
530 Johnnie Dodds Boulevard, Suite 202
Mt. Pleasant
(843) 8493887

Piedmont Regional Office
235 East Main Street, Suite 100
Rock Hill
(803) 3662828

Golden Corner Regional Office
124 Exchange Street, Suite A
Pendleton
(864) 6464090
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